Launch and multiply
new communities of
believers.
Many church leaders concede they are
plagued with a feeling that something
simply is not working. Making disciples—
and making disciples who make disciples—
seems difficult if not completely
impossible.
Look around, and you’ll find:
● Questions around who exactly is in
your mission field.
● A state of flux for existing and newer
ministries.
● Uncertainty around the path forward in sharing Christ’s love in today’s culture.
● A growing momentum to gather in community and together turn toward
discipling.
● An openness to reimagine the Church in new and relevant ways!

PLI’s Discipleship to Missional Community will inspire you to take on
current challenges by equipping you with new ways of being both
leader and missionary. This Learning Community teaches church
leaders a repeatable, daily rhythm of imitating Jesus to have greater
influence and impact on spreading the Gospel of Christ.
You have a calling to lead, and that means going and making disciples in the way of
Jesus! PLI will help you do just that, with your existing strengths and in your current
relationships!

Join other ministry leaders facing similar opportunities and challenges…

PLI’s Discipleship to Missional Community features:
● A 2 year Learning Community with five training immersions.
● Church leaders join their pastor and spouse, creating a unique team with which
to learn, participate and journey together.
● Weekly coaching for the first year provides ongoing encouragement and
accountability to the pastor, spouse and leaders (dependent on team size). All
coaching is done via video conference.
The cost is $2,000 per immersion for a team of 4, $3,000 for a team of 6, and $4,000
for a team of 8. Reserve your spot with a $500 registration fee.

Nothing has changed since Jesus challenged his disciples to “Go and Make Disciples”
and yet everything has. The commitment to discipling ordinary people who disciple
others gives birth to fresh expressions of the extraordinary mission of God.
Ask questions, and connect with Raechel to explore how we can come together as a
community of Christian leaders to meet the needs of a rapidly-changing world:
Raechel at (630)795-9747 or raechel@plileadership.org.

